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Abstract
In this paper, we adopted a Cardiac Stress Index (CSI)
to quantitatively evaluate improvements of cardiac stress
endurance after high intensity interval training in healthy
men. We measured the changes in CSI curves after a 5week cycling-based endurance training protocol that
involved four repeated bouts of 4-minute high intensity
effort followed by 3-minute active recovery. Seven healthy
men ranging from 22 to 24 years old were recruited for
undergoing the bipedal cycling endurance training. Each
participant was asked to do ten-minute warm-up exercise
to prevent sports injuries. We then incorporated the CSI
into a cycling based cardiac monitoring system so the
cardiac stress can be continuously and quantitatively
assessed for the subjects undergoing the endurance
training. The entire high intensity interval training
process was performed three times a week and had lasted
for five weeks. To conclude, numerical analysis results
produced by the present study showed that CSI measures
were reduced more after performing a 5-week endurance
training compared with those obtained at the start phase
of the training, indicating the cardiac stress endurance
may be improved.

1.

Introduction

There is evidence showing that high intensity interval
training can be a time-efficient means for improving the
health [1]. On the other hand, previous researches in
literature have shown that a decreased in the fractal-like
behavior of Heart Rate (HR) was detected during physical
exercise [2-4]. In order to quantitatively evaluate and
stratify the cardiac stress status, in a previous work we
defined a time-varying parameter, called the Cardiac
Stress Index (CSI), using the fractal HR dynamics in
terms of the short-term Detrended Fluctuation Analysis
(DFA) evaluated on the RR time series extracted from
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windowed Electrocardiogram (ECG) segments so the
cardiac stress can be monitored and analyzed for subjects
during the cycling exercise [4]. Results produced by the
previous study indicated that CSI can be used as a means
to continuously quantify the cardiac stress status [4].
Although previous research in literature indicated that
brief duration bouts of exercise may effectively improve
the maximal oxygen uptake and reduce blood pressure [1],
there still remains a lack in direct evidence showing how
the high intensity interval exercise may improve the
cardiac stress endurance. This study aims to use CSI to
achieve a quantitative evaluation of improvements on
cardiac stress endurance after high intensity interval
training in healthy men. Consequently, analysis results
produced by our study showed that CSI measures were
generally reduced more after performing a five-week
endurance training compared with those obtained at the
very beginning of the training, suggesting that the cardiac
stress endurance may be improved.

2.

Methodology

A submaximal testing was conducted in advance to
determine the proper high intensity effort condition at
85% of maximal HR. Given a 20-year-old young man, the
85% of maximal HR is (220 – 20)  0.85 = 170 bpm
(beats per minute). This method allows the participant to
output less physical effort with less risk. According to
this pre-test, the personalized exercise performance was
obtained to determine a proper condition for the high
intensity effort parameter in the interval training test.
After the submaximal exercise test, the participant took
at least one-day rest, and then was asked to perform a
cycling exercise test with high intensity interval training
(4-minute on and 3-minute off, four bouts). In addition,
each participant was also asked to do ten-minute warm-up
exercise before the test and five-minute cooling down
after the test. As a result, it took 43-minute for
experiment. In each cycle, a 4-minute on-loading was
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applied according to the result of the submaximal
exercise test (i.e., 85% of maximal HR as described
previously) and then followed by a 3-minute off-loading
(a fixed lower power level). During the test, the ECG
signal was recorded with 200 Hz sampling rate, and then
the RR interval was obtained from these ECG profiles.
Next, we used DFA to calculate the scaling exponent 
[5]. The value of  represents the self-similarity of the
detrended fluctuation of RR interval series. Normally, the
value of  of a healthy one is larger than 1, indicating the
HRV is highly correlated. If 0.5 1, the HRV is
correlated. As  is close to 0.5, it means that the time
series is a random process. Therefore, we may see that the
 value can reflect the cardiac self-regulation ability. In
other words,  decreases as the cardiac stress increases.
In this study, we analyzed RR intervals to obtain the
value of  per minute, which is the slope of DFA log-log
plot [4]. Subsequently, we took the 3-point moving
average of  to reduce the fluctuation level. According to
a previous study, we have defined CSI to exhibit the
cardiac stress status as [4]
CSI 

Number of events with  lower than

1

values obtained after training in week 1, week 3, and
week 5, respectively (from subject no. 6). It is revealed
from Figure 1 that the averaged CSI value decreased as
the training time increased.

Figure 1. The average of CSI values obtained after
training in week 1, week 3, and week 5, respectively
(from subject no. 6). It is revealed from the plot that the
averaged CSI value decreased as the training time
increased.

(1)

Total number of events

In (1), the CSI is an accumulated fractional function (a
rational number), where the nominator is the number of
the events of the  lower than the threshold (we set the
threshold to 1.0) and the denominator is the total number
of the events [4]. According to the definition, the CSI is
the percentage of the occurrence of the events with  less
than 1 during test and thus, the CSI is time-varying and
its value is between 0 and 1.

3.

Results and Discussion

In this experiment, we recruited seven healthy young
men ranging from 22 to 24 years old for participating the
bipedal cycling endurance training program. Here, we
incorporated the CSI technique into the cycling based
cardiac monitoring system developed by ourselves so the
cardiac stress can be continuously and quantitatively
assessed for the subjects undergoing the endurance
training. In our analysis, we measured the changes in CSI
curves after a 5-week cycling-based endurance training
protocol that involved four repeated bouts of 4-minute
high intensity effort at 85% of maximal HR followed by
3-minute active recovery at a fixed lower power level.
The entire 43-minute high intensity interval training
process was performed three times per week and had
lasted for five weeks.
After the five-week training process, we then evaluated
the change in cardiac stress endurance by assessing and
the CSI values derived from all the participants during the
test. Figure 1 provides an example of the averaged CSI

Figure 2. The average of CSI values derived from all the
seven participants after training in week 1, week 3, and
week 5, as depicted in the left, middle and right portions,
respectively in the plot. It is revealed from the plot that
the averaged CSI value decreased as the training time
increased for all the participants.
Furthermore, we also observed the CSI values obtained
from all the participants during the entire training test.
Figure 2 shows the averaged CSI values obtained after
training in week 1, week 3, and week 5, respectively, for
all the seven participants. Similarly, we see from Figure 2
that the averaged CSI value also decreased as the training
time increased for all the participants and thus, we may
conclude that cardiac stress endurance might be
effectively enhanced or improved after high intensity
interval training.

4.

Conclusion

Previous research in literature regarding the sports
medicine indicated that high intensity interval training
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can be a time-efficient means for improving the health. In
this study, we adopted a time-varying parameter, called
the Cardiac Stress Index (CSI), defined based on the
fractal HR dynamics in terms of the DFA of the RR time
series to quantitatively evaluate and stratify the cardiac
stress status. Our goal aims at using the CSI to achieve a
quantitative evaluation of improvements on cardiac stress
endurance after high intensity interval training in healthy
men. We measured the changes in CSI curves after a 5week cycling-based endurance training protocol that
involved four repeated bouts of 4-minute high intensity
effort at 85% of maximal HR followed by 3-minute active
recovery at a fixed lower power level. The entire high
intensity interval training process was performed three
times per week and had lasted for five weeks.
Consequently, numerical analysis results produced by this
study indicated that CSI values were generally reduced
more after performing a 5-week endurance training
compared with those obtained at the beginning of the
training, suggesting the cardiac stress endurance may be
enhanced and thus improved.
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